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The majority of proteins require molecular chaperones to assist their folding into tertiary
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and quaternary structures. Certain stresses can compromise the weak hydrophobic forces
responsible for these structures and lead to protein unfolding, misfolding, and aggregation.
Aggregates of proteins are hallmarks of devastating diseases such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and
Huntington’s diseases. Fortunately, bacteria, plants, and fungi have a potent disaggregase, named
Hsp104 in Saccharomyces cerevisiae.
Recently, heat-induced aggregates, termed Q-bodies, were found to contain three
molecular chaperones: Hsp70, Hsp104, and Hsp42. Their coalescence from small puncta into larger
inclusions requires Hsp104. During glucose deprivation, a stress that isn’t known to cause unfolding
of proteins, I have observed Hsp104, Hsp26, and Hsp42 but not Ssa1 form cytoplasmic foci that I
have termed chaperone bodies (CBs). As the Q-bodies are hypothesized to be involved in protein
refolding or degradation, the chaperone bodies may also play a crucial role in protein quality
control. The overall goal of my project was to characterize these novel bodies in terms of
composition and dynamics.
The different chaperones coalesce into aggregates at different frequencies in response to
starvation, however a model thermally labile protein (firefly luciferase) does not, suggesting that
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misfolded proteins are not responsible for the recruitment of the chaperones. One hypothesis is
that energy depletion is hampering the ability of certain proteins to be anchored into the membrane
post-translationally, exposing hydrophobic residues prone to aggregation. By performing the glucose
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deprivation in the presence of cycloheximide, a translation inhibitor, I observed that, indeed, newly
synthesized proteins must be present for the formation of CBs.
To determine whether CBs colocalize and share a purpose with other known foci, I
compared the localization of the chaperones to representative markers in live cells. After acute
glucose starvation, Hsp104 partially colocalizes with proteasome storage granules and fully overlaps
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with stationary phase granules. I observed that Hsp104’s localization patterns were partially
dependent on the nature of the fluorescent protein attached. Fusion to yEmRFP caused Hsp104 to
remain mostly diffuse during starvation, while fusion to CFP caused it to localize to structures that
resemble the septin ring and Gln1 filaments. CFP also caused an apparent cytokinesis defect. I
hypothesize that the subtle differences between the fluorescent proteins may be interfering with
Hsp104 assembly and function. Overall, based on my data, CBs appear to be a novel response to
nutrient stress, warranting further investigation.
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I. Introduction
Overview
In the following thesis, I explore a new phenomenon of heat shock protein 104 (Hsp104) and
the small heat shock chaperones Hsp26 and Hsp42: coalescence into cytoplasmic bodies in response
to acute glucose deprivation. I definepreliminarily refer to these complexes as chaperone bodies
(CBs). Further, I explore the formation and composition of these CBs and describe future
experiments that can be undertaken to examine the role of these complexes in protecting or
sequestering particular proteins during nutritional stress. The results indicate that CBs are a novel
mechanism for dealing with energy stress and additional study may provide insight into general
protein quality control pathways.
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ProteostasisProtein homeostasis
In both prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells, the majority of proteins require molecular
chaperones to assist their folding from an unstructured peptide into a functional conformation
defined as the “native state” [1]. This system is highly conserved across all kingdoms, with much of
our knowledge on the subject coming from the model eukaryote, S. cerevisiae [2]. Molecular
chaperones are not components of the final protein and do not contain any structuraleric
information, instead they simply bind and stabilize unstable intermediates through hydrophobic
interactions [3]. In fact, all folding information is contained within the amino acid sequence of the
translated protein and single-domain proteins can often fold spontaneously from denatured
polypeptides in vitro [4]. However, the cellular environment differs from the test tube, making
chaperones necessary in vivo. First, the local concentration of nascent polypeptide chains is very
high due in part to the fact that ribosomes are organized into polysomes with more than one
translatoribosome per transcript [3]. Upon exit from the ribosome, the polypeptides assemble into
Formatted: Centered
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alpha helices and beta sheets with loose hydrophobic interactions [3]. These loose interactions
between the se secondary structures allow them to easily unfold and aggregate with similar residues
of neighboring nascent chains [3]. Without chaperones, the nascent chains would become tangled
with themselves and each other. Second, the cytosol is very crowded with other macromolecules
(for example, E. coli contains around 340 g of macromolecules per liter of cytosol), and this high
concentration can increase association constants several orders of magnitude compared to the
dilute environment a dilutewithin a test tube [3]. Without molecular chaperones, the nascent
chains can aggregate with nearby proteins, rendering them non-functional. Third, proteins are
translated vectorially butbut the first two hydrophobic residues that emerge willare not necessarily
intended to bind one anotherbe bound in the final conformation. Without molecular chaperones to

Comment [KAM1]: Awkward sentence

recognize and bind these residues until an entire domain of the protein is ready to fold, erroneous
interactions would could form.occur.
Once a protein has reached its native state, the role of the molecular chaperone is not
overconlcudedconcluded (Figure 1). Variations in temperature, ionic strength, or redox state as well
as the presence of reactive oxygen species, heavy metals, or detergents can compromise the
integrity of the hydrophobic bonds, leading to protein unfolding [5]. Until recently, cells were
thought to have two separate lines of defense against misfolded proteins. In the first line of
defenseline, cells would respond by either degrading them such substrates via the proteasome [23]
or lysosome [24], or refolding them via the Hsp70/Hsp40/HNEFsp ch110 chaperone machinery [25].
However, if the stress was too extreme or prolonged, the proteolytic and refolding systems were
thought to become overwhelmed and the increasing accumulatingnumber of unfolded proteins
would therefore begin to coalesce into amorphous aggregates via their exposed hydrophobic
residues [42]. Recent evidence, however, suggests that the proteostasis machinery does not need to
be overwhelmed for aggregates to appear; instead, dynamic inclusions rapidly coalesce at the
Formatted: Centered
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beginning of the stress and remain during pr
proteasomal degradation [6].. These early aggregates were
have been recently termed q-bodies
bodiesQ-bodies and were discovered using thea thermally -labile
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Figure 1: Native proteins and nascent chains ccan become unfolded and misfolded
misfolded, respectively, due
to various stresses.. These nonfunctional conformers can
an be degraded by the proteasome, refolded
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by Hsp70, Hsp40, and Hsp110, or can form into aggregates.
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protein Ubc9ts, which denatures above 33°C [6]. At the non-permissive temperature, Ubc9ts forms
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dim puncta throughout the cytosol. Upon proteasome inhibition, these puncta coalesce into 1-3
large inclusion bodiess which resemble the insoluble protein deposit (IPOD), a compartment of
ubiquitinated proteins that colocalizes with proteasomes, and the juxtanuclear quality control
(JUNQ) compartment, which contains terminally misfolded proteins, including amyloids (described
below). The initial puncta formed differ from the IPOD and JUNQ compartments in that they
colocalize with the cortical endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and form independently of the cytoskeleton.
ATP depletion by sodium azide did not affect formation of the q-bodiesQ-bodies, but it disruptsed
their movement, coalescence, and clearance due to the fact that molecular chaperones awere
greatly involved in q-bodyQ-body dynamics (Figure 2). Both Hsp42 and Hsp104 were shown to
colocalize with q-bodiesQ-bodies and Hsp104 was shown to be essential for the coalescence of the
smaller puncta into larger inclusions [6].
In addition to Besides amorphous aggregates, cells can also contain more structured

Formatted: No widow/orphan control

aggregates called amyloids. Amyloid-like plaques were first seen in E. coli expressing recombinant
proteins: rather than remaining diffuse throughout the cytosol the exogenously-expressednonendogenous proteins would precipitate into insoluble inclusion bodies [7]. These aggregates are
similar to the amyloid aggregates of eukaryotic cells: they interact with chaperones, they contain a
single protein species that is partially unfolded and arranged in beta sheets, they are able to
nucleate additional bodies, and they are often toxic [8]. Non-toxic amyloids can be found in the
[PSI+] and [URE3] prions of S. cerevisiae in which misfolded proteins are inherited without
devastating cytotoxic effects [9]. In fact, these prions may provide a non-genetic but heritable
mechanism to supply phenotypic diversity to populations [10].
Fungi, bacteria, and plants contain a highly conserved disaggregase, named Hsp104 in yeast
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[11] which, in conjunction with the Hsp70/Hsp40 machinery, is able tocan extract proteins from
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these aggregates and refold them into functional units (Figure 3) [12-14]. In support of the
functional

importance of this property, The
he the presence of Hsp104
p104 increases the chances of a heat-stressed
cell’s survival 10,000
Figure 2: Hsp42 is involved in formation of small, Q
Q-body
body inclusions while Hsp104, Hsp70, and Hsp90
are involved in the coalescence of the small inclusion into larger ones.
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Figure 3: Hsp104 can dissolve aggregates and, with the help of Hsp70 and its cochaperones, refold
them into functional proteins. In metazoans, the Hsp70/Hsp40/Hsp110 machinery h
has been shown
to have its own disaggregase activity.
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importance of this property, the presence of Hsp104 increases the chances of a heat-stressed cell’s
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survival 10,000 fold [15]. Additionally, Hsp104 is required for induced thermotolerance, which is
defined as the ability of cells to survive a short periods of time at a lethal temperatures when
previously exposed to a sub-lethal heat shock [16]. Besides re-solubilizing aggregates of unfolded
proteins, Hsp104 also plays roles in prion inheritance and remodeling of Spa2, a member of the
polarisome complex responsible for keeping damaged proteins from being transferred to daughter
cells during cell division [17, 18].
Each monomer of Hsp104 consists of an N-terminal domain, two AAA+ nucleotide-binding
domains (NBD1 and NBD2) linked by a coiled-coil middle domain, and a C-terminal domain (Figure
4A) [12]. To become active, the monomers converge into a hexameric structure resembling a threetiered barrel: the top tier consists of the N-terminal domains, the middle tier consists of the NBD1s,
and the bottom tier consists of the NBD2s, with the coiled-coil domains intercalating between the
middle and bottom tiers (Figure 4B) [19, 20]. The formation of this six-subunit structure requires the
binding of either ADP or ATP to each of the NBD2s [21, 22], while the binding of substrates to the
completed hexamer requires the binding of ATP to the NBD1s as well as presentation of substrates
to Hsp104 by Hsp70 [23-25]. In addition to assisting recognition of substrates, Hsp70 and Hsp40 may
also influence ATP hydrolysis by Hsp104, which is the driving force in disaggregation [26, 27]. The
NBD1s bind ATP, causing a conformational change that allows an alpha-helical loop in each of the
NBD1s containing a conserved tyrosine residue to move towards the N-terminal opening and bind
substrate [20]. Hydrolysis of ATP by the NBD1s allows the substrate-bound loops to return to their
original position, pulling the substrate into the barrel structure [20]. By an unknown mechanism
beta-hairpin loops in the NBD2s also carrying conserved tyrosine residues sense the ATP hydrolysis
by the NBD1s, rotate towards the centrally located substrate, and bind the substrate [20]. The
NBD1s release their ADPs and bind new ATPs, resulting in the NBD1s returning to their positions
Formatted: Centered
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near the moving back upward to the N-termini and the
Formatted: Font: Bold
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Figure 4: The structure of Hsp104 from S. cerevisiae showing the N
N-terminal
terminal domain (pink),
nucleotide binding domain 1 (orange), the middle domain (green), and nucleotide binding domain 2
(blue). Panel A shows the monomer while panel B shows the hexamer [28].
Formatted: Indent: First line: 0 pt
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substrate-bound NBD2s moving downward to the C-termini [20]. Finally, ATP hydrolysis by the
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NBD2s causes the ejection of the substrate through the bottom of the barrel [20].
T
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[28]The two small heat shock proteins, Hsp26 and Hsp42, are energy-independent holdases that
bind to unfolded proteins and facilitate their future solubilization [29]. During exponential phase,
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Hsp26 exists as a globular 24-mer that dissociates into dimers during stress [2]. Each of the dimers
can bind one substrate unit and then these units can form into larger, ordered complexes. Hsp42 is
slightly different, beginning as a symmetric assembly of 12- to 16-mers during exponential phase,
then organizing into dimers which further organize into hexameric rings once bound to unfolded
substrate. Hsp42 binds promiscuously with 30% of non-native proteins, and about 90% overlap
exists between the substrates of Hsp42’s and Hsp26’s substrates [2].
The unfolding and misfolding of proteins is related to many devastating and incurable agingrelated human diseases including Alzheimer’s, Huntington’s, Parkinson’s, type II diabetes, and prion
diseases [30-33], all of which involve the spontaneous refolding of proteins into non-functional,
beta-sheet-rich amyloid forms [34, 35]. While the amyloid form is extremely stable, being resistant
to proteases, detergents, chaotropes, and high temperatures [36-38], it may be unable to withstand
the disaggregation activitypower of Hsp104. Even though recent data have shown that metazoan
cells appear to use the unrelated chaperone Hsp110 (known mainly as a nucleotide exchange factor
for Hsp70s [39]) for the disaggregation of proteins via a currently poorly understood
mechanism[40], the following studies involving Hsp104 and amyloid plaques associated with
Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and Huntington’s diseases have produced intriguing results pointing to the
possibility of the use of Hsp104 to treat human diseases via gene therapy. In an in vitro study,
Hsp104 prevented the de novo formation of Aβ42 amyloids, which are responsible for the
neurodegeneration of the cerebral cortex and subcortical regions in Alzheimer’s patients [41], even
Formatted: Centered
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when the Aβ42 monomers were present at a concentration 1000-fold
fold higher than Hsp104 [42]. In a
rat

model

of

Parkinson’s,

Hsp104

prevented

Figure 5: Hsp26 begins as a 12-16
16-mer during exponential
ntial phase. Upon stress, it dissociates into
dimers that can each bind one unfolded protein. The dimers assemble into hexameric rings
rings, keeping
the unfolded proteins segregated from each other.
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and reversed the formation of the α-synuclein plaques that would have otherwise destroyed
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dopaminergic neurons in the substantia nigra pars compacta [43, 44]. In a mouse model of
Huntington’s, Hsp104 reduced polyQ aggregation and increased lifespan 20 percent [45]. Since
heterologous expression of Hsp104 is highly tolerated in animal systems and the protein is able to
work in conjunction with the metazoan Hsp70/Hsp40 chaperones [24, 46-48], the use of Hsp104 in
gene therapy is a promising possibility that warrants thorough investigation of each of Hsp104’s
cellular activities.
Formatted: No widow/orphan control

Spatial Quality Control
Besides aggregates, eukaryotic cells are known to form regulated assemblies of natively
folded proteins in response to various stresses. Some examples of these cytoplasmic complexes
include p-bodiesP-bodies, stress granules, actin bodies, proteasome storage granules (PSGs), and
stationary phase granules (SPGs) [49-52]. In fact, in a genome-wide study, 180 different proteins, the
majority involved in metabolism or stress response, transitioned from a diffuse soluble state to a
punctate localization upon entry into stationary phase (defined as 48 hours in synthetic medium
plus glucose) [53]. The puncta were not targeted for vacuolar or autophagosomal degradation and
they did not localize with major organelles [53]. As a disaggregase, Hsp104 may be recruited to one
or more of these bodies to aid in their rapid assembly in response to stress and/or disassembly in
response to stress cessation .cessation.
The functions of these bodies are not yet known, and the current hypotheses suggest
additional possibilities for the presence of Hsp104.

First tThe various assemblies have been

speculated to protect their constituents from degradation during times of stress. For example, the
complexes discovered in the genome-wide search for stress-induced bodies were shown to be
resistant to autophagy, a program of degradation that S. cerevisiae initiates in response to
Formatted: Centered
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starvation [53, 54]. In the case of actin bodies, F-actin that has coalesced into the assemblies during
stationary phase is quickly redistributed into functional actin cables and patches upon nutrient
replenishment [50]. This redistribution occurs in the absence of de novo protein synthesis (achieved
via addition of cycloheximide), demonstrating that F-actin held within the actin bodies is resistant to
degradation [50]. Similarly, upon exit from stationary phase, proteasome subunits are relocalized
from proteasome storage granules to the nucleus in the presence of cycloheximide, implying that
these assemblies also serve to protect their constituents since damaged proteins would not be
readily shuttled into the nucleus [55]. The constituents of stationary phase granules are also
transported back to the nucleus in the absence of de novo protein synthesis when the cell resumes

Formatted: Font: Italic

proliferation, suggesting again a protective role for the granules [52]. Along these same lines,
Hsp104 may be accumulating into bodies in order to remain protected during certain stresses.
Hsp104 functions as a hexamer and requires 6 six molecules of ATP for assembly [19], so not having
to synthesize it anew could save time and energy. Alternatively, Hsp104 may be facilitating the
assembly or disassembly of a body intended to protect an additional protein.
A second hypothesis for the function of the various cytoplasmic bodies is that they increase
the local concentration of particular proteins. For example, cajal bodies found in metazoan cells
accumulate the small nuclear RNAs U4 and U6 in order to more efficiently assemble them into
splicesomal snRNPs [56]. Similarly, stress granules may serve to poise translation initiation factors
on mRNAs to ready the cell for a speedy return to protein synthesis when conditions become
favorable [49]. In the same vein, the assemblies containing Hsp104 may exist to increase the
concentration of Hsp104 to effectively disassemble or remodel various aggregates or multi-protein
complexes during particular stresses, or they may be built by Hsp104 to increase the concentration
of other constituent proteins.
A third hypothesis is that the stress-induced complexes function to sequester certain
Formatted: Centered
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constituents. Stress granules are believed to sequester RACK1 from activating a MAP kinase
pathway that would lead to apoptosis [57]. Both p-bodiesP-bodies and stress granules may serve as
a buffering system to sequester a certain amount of mRNAs from the cytoplasm so that the
translation machinery does not become overwhelmed and the cytoplasm crowded with mRNA
awaiting translation [58]. Additionally, the p-bodiesP-bodies and stress granules may seclude
abundant transcripts, giving rarer ones the opportunity to access the ribosome [58]. Stationary
phase granules (SPGs) have been hypothesized to sequester the Tup1-Ssn6 co-repressor, which
represses 10% of the genes that are observed to be upregulated during stationary phase; thus, the
SPG may be involved in regulating genes that achieve the quiescent state [59, 60]. The CBs, then,
may serve to sequester Hsp104 to conserve energy or prevent the disaggregation of certain
complexes during stress. It has been suggested that different prion states may provide phenotypic
variation that could be beneficial under certain selective pressures, and sequestering Hsp104 from
these prions could lead to a fitness advantage [10]. Or Hsp104 may play a role in the dynamics of a
body responsible for sequestering other proteins.
Therefore we set out to understand these novel chaperone bodies in terms of composition
and dynamics. Which chaperones coalesce into CBs under what stresses and to what degrees? What
other proteins are incorporated into CBs: are they misfolded, newly synthesized, and/or
components of other known bodies? Answers to these questions will help us uncover the purpose
and significance of CBs.
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II. Methods
Construction of genomic fusions of chaperones to fluorescent proteins: The fluorescent moiety was
PCR amplified from the specified plasmid (See Table 1) using primers engineered to add regions
homologous to 30 bp upstream and downstream of the stop codon of the specified chaperone to
the 5’ and 3’ ends of the product, respectively. BY4741 cells were grown to exponential phase and
incubated in 10 mM Tris + 1mM EDTA + 0.1M LiAc for 20 min at 30°C. The above construct as well as
10-fold salmon sperm DNA (as a carrier) was added to the cells along with 40% polyethylene glycol +
10 mM Tris + 1 mM EDTA + 0.1 M LiAc. Cells were incubated at 30°C for 30 min. 1/10 volumes of
DMSO was added and the cells were heat shocked at 42° for 6 min. Cells were plated on the
appropriate selective media (See Table 1). Each strain was verified via Western blot and sequencing
by Genewiz.

Media: Cells were grown in synthetic complete media (SC) from Sunrise Science Products
supplemented with yeast nitrogenous base (YNB) and 2% glucose. For glucose deprivation, glucose
was omitted. 2-deoxy-D-glucose was added to a final concentration of 20 mM. Sodium azide was
added to a final concentration of 20 mM. Potassium chloride was added to a final concentration of
1M. Sorbitol was added to a final concentration of 1M. For nitrogen deprivation, YNB lacking
ammonium sulfate was used. Cycloheximide was added to a final concentration of 1 μg/mL.

CreationConstruction of C-terminal tagging plasmids: For pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6, yEmRFP was PCR
amplified off of yEp-GAP-Cherry-GAP-ALG7 (from the Lorenz lab) using primers engineered to add a
PacI and AscI sites to the 5’ and 3’ ends of the product, respectively. Both the PCR product and
pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-KanMX6 [61] were digested with the above enzymes and the yEmRFP portion was
ligated into pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-KanMX6 in place of GFP. The same procedure was followed for pFA6aFormatted: Centered
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CFP-KanMX6, except the fluorescent protein was amplified from off of pRP1768413-Pab1-CFP [62].
For pFA6a-yEmRFP-His5MX6 and pFA6a-CFP-His5MX6, the backbone plasmid was pFA6a-GFP(S65T)His5MX6 [61].

Stress induction procedures: 5 mL overnight cultures were subcultured to 10 mL of 0.06 OD600 units
in triplicate. Cells were incubated at 30°C with aeration for 6 hours to reach 0.9 OD600 units,
centrifuged at 3000 x g for 1.5 min, washed in 1 mL of experimental media, recentrifuged at 3000 x
g for 1.5 min, and resuspended in 10 mL of experimental media, and incubated for 15 or 60 minutes
(depending on the experiment) at 30°C with aeration. After incubation, cells were centrifuged for
1.5 min at 3000 x g, decanted to leave around 1 mL of solution with the pellet, resuspended in this
solution, transferred to a microcentrifuge tube, centrifuged at 3000 x g for 1.5 min, decanted to
leave around 100 μL of solution with the pellet, and then resuspended in this solution. 1.8 μuL were
pipetted onto a microscope slide, a coverslip was placed over the droplet and slides viewed
immediately on an IX81 motorized inverted microscope equipped with a Hamamatsu ImagEM
camera and Slidebook 5.5.4 software from 3I: Intelligent Imaging Innovations. Images were exposed
for 2 sec for fluoresescentfluorescent light and 5 msec for DIC.
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Strain Name

Marker

Source of Fluorescent Protein

gHsp42-GFP
gHsp104-GFP
gHsp26-GFP
gHsp104-yEGFP
gHsp104-yEmRFP
gCap1-GFP, Hsp104-yEmRFP
gScl1-GFP, Hsp104-yEmRFP
gHos2-GFP, Hsp104-yEmRFP
gHst2-GFP, Hsp104-yEmRFP
gHsp104-CFP
gHsp104-yEmCFP
gHsp104-yECitrine

His3MX6
His3MX6
KanMX6
Kan
KanMX6
His3MX6 and KanMX6
His3MX6 and KanMX6
His3MX6 and KanMX6
His3MX6 and KanMX6
KanMX6
His5
Kan

pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-His3MX6
pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-His3MX6
pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-KanMX6
pKT127 from EuroSCARF
pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6
pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-His3MX6 and pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6
pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-His3MX6 and pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6
pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-His3MX6 and pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6
pFA6a-GFP(S65T)-His3MX6 and pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6
pFA6a-CFP-KanMX6
pKT210 from EuroSCARF
pKT140 from EuroSCARF

Phenotype of Chaperone with
Acute Glucose Deprivation
Increased Foci
Increased Foci
Increased Foci
Increased Foci
Stable Number of Foci
Stable Number of Foci
Stable Number of Foci
Stable Number of Foci
Stable Number of Foci
Septin
Increased Foci
Increased Foci

Notes
Purchased from Invitrogen
Purchased from Invitrogen
Created by Kirsten Davis
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Table 1: Genomic fusions of chaperones and fluorescent proteins
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Name

Marker

Source of fluorescent protein

p413-Hsp26-yEmRFP
p416-Hsp104-RFP
p416-Hsp26-ECFP
p416-Hsp42-ECFP
p416-Hsp104-ECFP
p413-Hsp26-yEmCFP
p413-Hsp42-yEmCFP
p416-Hsp26-EYFP

KanMX6, His3
Ura3
KanMX4, Ura3
KanMX4, Ura3
KanMX4, Ura3
His3, His5
His3, His5
KanMX4, Ura3

pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6
pLM1002 (pRS416-Hsp104-RFP)
pYM30 from EuroSCARF
pYM30 from EuroSCARF
pYM30 from EuroSCARF
pKT210 from EuroSCARF
pKT210 from EuroSCARF
pYM39 from EuroSCARF

Phenotype of Chaperone with
Acute Glucose Deprivation
Diffuse
No Foci
Septin
Septin
Septin
Septin
Foci
Foci

Table 2: Plasmid-borne fusions of chaperones and fluorescent proteins
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Name
C-terminal Tag
pFA6a-yEmRFP-KanMX6
yEmRFP
pFA6a-yEmRFP-His5MX6
yEmRFP
pFA6a-CFP-KanMX6
CFP
pFA6a-CFP-His5MX6
CFP

Marker
Source of Fluorescent Protein
KanMX6 yEp-GAP-Cherry-GAP-ALG7 (Lorenz)
His5MX6 yEp-GAP-Cherry-GAP-ALG7 (Lorenz)
KanMX6
His5MX6

Table 3: Constructed plasmids for C-terminal tagging
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Name
Marker
Use
p426-Met25c-FFL-GFP
Ura3
source eof FFL-GFP
p416 Edc3-mCherry, Pab1-CFP Ura3 dual marker plasmid for P-bodies (Edc3) and stress granules (Pab1)
Table 4: Additional plasmids used
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III. Results
While investigating chaperone localization and dynamics during regular growth and various
stresses, a previous member of our laboratory, Hugo Tapia, Ph.D., observednoticed that Hsp104 ,
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when C-terminally fused to GFP, localized to puncta in cells experiencing starvation when Cterminally fused to GFP [93]. A lack of nutrients is not known to cause rapid protein misfolding and
aggregation which would attract chaperones, so the presence of Hsp104 in these foci is not as
readily explainable as its presence in heat induced fociand these puncta looked distinct from heatinduced foci. To compareexamine the presenceformation of the heat induced foci, known now as qbodiesQ-bodies, and starvation induced foci, which I will call chaperone bodies (CBs), I exposed
exponential phase cells from four separate strainscell lines (gHsp104-EGFP, gHsp26-GFP, gHsp42GFP, and gSsa1-GFPP) to either a heat shock of 42°C or media lacking glucose for fifteen minutes. I
confirmed the formation of q-bodiesQ-bodies in live cells using a fluorescence microscope with a
filter set appropriate for viewing GFP. Before the heat shock, cells exhibitedhad varying degrees of
fluorescence: gHsp104-EGFP had a diffuse localizationphenotype, gHsp26-GFP had very little
fluorescence, gHsp42-GFP had a punctate localizationphenotype, and Ssa1-GFP had a diffuse
localizationphenotype similar to that of gHsp104-EGFP (Figure 61A). After the heat shock, all cell
lines contained a large number of small, overlapping foci (Figure 61B). In gHsp26-GFP and gHsp42GFP the foci varied from dim fluorescence to extremely bright, while in gHsp104-EGFP and gSsa1GFP the foci were all of similar intensity. Next, I tested for the appearance of CBs in response to a 15
min shift to glucose-free medium. Some cells had fluorescencet changes compared to their
phenotypes at exponential phase, while others remained the same: gHsp104-EGFP gained one to
two puncta in most cells, gHsp26-GFP increased in fluorescence and gained one to two puncta in a
fraction of cells, gHsp42-GFP gained a slightly larger fraction of cells with puncta compared to
exponential phase of cells with puncta, and Ssa1-GFP remained with a diffuse localizationphenotype
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(Figure 61C). Thus, during exponential phase Hsp42 appears to be localized within c-bodiesCBs,
while Hsp26 and Hsp104 localize there in response to nutrient deprivation.
To confirm that In order to determine whether glucose-free media doesn’t creates
proteotoxic conditions leading that would lead to unfolding of proteins similar to that of heat shock
at 42°C, I used a thermolabile model protein, firefly luciferase (FFL), C-terminally fused to GFPF. I oP,
and observed whether the protein became unfolded and aggregated during glucose deprivation as it
does under heat shock conditions ([63] and Figure 61B). FFL-GFP remained completely diffuse when
incubated in glucose-free media (Figure 61C), suggesting that a shift to such media does not result in
proteotoxic conditions and instead a unique signal is inducing the chaperones into foci..
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Figure 61: Localization of molecular chaperones and firefly luciferase (FFL) in response to heat and
starvation. gHsp104-EGFP,
EGFP, gHsp26
gHsp26-GFP, gHsp42-GFP, gSsa1-GFP
GFP and BY4741 + p
p426-Met25c-FFLGFP were grown to exponential phase (A) and then incubated for 15 minutes at 42°C (B) or in the
absence of glucose (C).
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In addition to heat stress and glucose deprivation, cells can encounter many other stresses
that could lead to the formation of c-bodiesCBs. Accordingly,Thus, I testobserved the localization of
the three chaperones erones that had coalesced into foci during incubation in glucose-free media
(gHsp104-EGFP, gHsp26-GFP, and gHsp42-GFP) during additional stresses including (I) two more
energy stresses: 2-deoxy-D-glucose, which is a non-hydrolyzable analog of glucose, and sodium
azide, which inhibits cytochrome oxidase B of the electron transport chain; (II) two osmotic stresses:
1M KCl and 1M sorbitol; and (III) depletion of nitrogen, which involved growth in media free of
ammonium sulfate. I examined each chaperone and stress in triplicate, capturing images on the
fluorescence microscope and quantifying foci peranalyzing 100 cells for each sample. Cells
expressing gHsp104-GFP displayexperienced a large increase in foci formation between exponential
phase and treatment with 2-deoxy-D-glucose and sodium azide, but virtually no increase in foci
formation between exponential phase and 1M KCl, 1M sorbitol, or ammonium-sulfate-free media
(Figure 72A). For gHsp26-GFP, the most potent energy stress was sodium azide and even more
potent of any stress were the two osmotic stressors (Figure 72B). Like gHsp104-EGFP, incubation of
cells expressing Hsp26-GFP did not form foci in response to nitrogen starvation. Hsp42-GFP
displayed the same results as Hsp26-GFP except that the increases in foci formation were less robust
(Figure 72C). Thus Hsp104, Hsp26, and Hsp42 all localize to c-bodiesCBs during energy stress, the
most potent being sodium azide, while both Hsp26 and Hsp42 also coalesce in response to osmotic
stress.
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Figure 72: Localization of (A) gHsp104-EGFP, (B) gHsp26-GFP, and (C) gHsp42-GFP in response to
heat, energy, osmotic, and nitrogen stresses. White bars represent no treatment, while black bars
indicate specified treatment.

Comment [KAM2]: This figure looks blurry
– I think you need a higher-res version.
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While heat shock is known to cause aggregation of misfolded proteins and recruitment of
Hsp104, a lack of glucose would not necessarily induce mature proteins in their native state to
unfold [64]. However, nutrient deprivation could hamper the folding of newly synthesized proteins
by limiting the Hsp70/Hsp40/NEF folding cycle or interfering with ATP-dependent post-translational
membrane localization of tail-anchored proteins. To determine whether newly synthesized proteins
are necessary components of the foci, I performed the glucose deprivation experiment in the
presence of cycloheximide, a potent translation inhibitor. As seen in Figure 83, the presence of
cycloheximide completely blocked gHsp104-GFP foci formation in response to glucose deprivation,
demonstrating that newly synthesized proteins are required either directly or indirectly for Hsp104
localization to foci. Interestingly, the same did not hold true when cells were exposed to sodium
azide: Hsp104-GFP formed foci in the presence of cycloheximide, suggesting a fundamental
difference between the foci caused by glucose deprivation and sodium azide treatment, which will
be addressed in the discussion.
Several types of foci are known to occur in yeast including p-bodiesP-bodies, stress granules,
actin bodies, PSGs, and SPGs. In order to determine whether the c-bodiesCBs were components of
any of these bodies and, therefore, speculate on their purpose, I created strains in which Hsp104
was fused to one fluorescent protein and a marker representing one of the above mentioned foci
was fused to another distinct color. For p-bodiesP-bodies and stress granules, I had utilized a dualmarker plasmid containing both Edc3-mCherry and Pab1-CFP P to Hsp104-EGFP wwhich I
transformed into my gHsp104-EGFP strain. To examine possible co-localization of CBs withFor actin
bodies, PSGs, and SPGs I fused yEmRFP to the C-terminus of the endogenous Hsp104 in three
strains: Cap1-GFP, Scl1-GFP, and Hos2-GFP. After a fifteen minute incubation in glucose-free media,
Hsp104 partially colocalizes with proteasome storage granules (Scl1-GFP) and fully overlaps with
stationary phase bodies (Hos2-GFP) (Figure 94). Stress granules (Pab1-CFP) did not form foci during
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this acute glucose deprivation, while p-bodiesP-bodies (Edc3-mCherry) and actin bodies (Cap1-GFP)
formed complexes that were clearly distinct from Hsp104. Thus Hsp104-containing c-bodiesCBs may
be components of either PSGs or SPGs, the consequences of which will be addressed in the
discussion.
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Figure 83: Localization of Hsp104
Hsp104-EGFP
EGFP in response to glucose deprivation (A) and sodium azide (B)
in the presence and absence of cycloheximide.
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Figure 94: Co-expression
expression of Hsp104
Hsp104-EGFP or Hsp104-yEmRFP
yEmRFP with representative markers for
various cytoplasmic bodies after 15 minute incubation in glucose
glucose-free media.
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In order to determine whether Hsp26 and Hsp42 were also potential members of PSGs and
SPGs and whether all three chaperones coalesced into one body, I next attempted to constructed a
differentiallyly labeled Hsp104 for localization with gHsp26-GFP and gHsp42-GFP. I observed that
Hsp104’s localization patterns were partially dependent on the nature of the fluorescent protein
attached. When fused to yEmRFP, Hsp104 remained mostly diffuse during both exponential phase
and incubation in glucose free media; this differs from the behavior of gHsp104-GFP which formed
1-2 puncta in most cells in response to starvation (Figure 10). This was unexpected because GFP and
yEmRFP, though from different organisms, are similar proteins: both with a molecular weight
around 27 kDa arranged in a beta barrel structure. One distinction, however, is that GFP is a weak
dimer while yEmRFP has been mutated from an obligate tetramer to a monomer. This distinction
leads to the hypothesis that perhaps the mutations in yEmRFP that are causing it to be a monomer
are interfering with the aggregation of Hsp104 or that GFP induces the aggregation. Interestingly,
gHsp104-yEmRFP had exhibited the same phenotype as gHsp104-EGFP during heat shock at 42°C:
many overlapping puncta per cell. This result suggests a fundamental difference between qbodiesQ-bodies and c-bodiesCBs since yEmRFP seems to be inhibiting Cc-bodyB formation but not qbodyQ-body formation. Other variants of fluorescent protein displayed additional perturbations in
localization pattern. CFP caused Hsp104 to localize to what appeared to be a ring around the bud
neck, similar to the septin ring (see [65]), and also to long bands that transversed the entire cell
(Figure 10). Fusion of Hsp104 to CFP also created a cytokinesis defect. In the discussion I will outline
several hypotheses rationales for these discrepancies.
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Figure 105: Localization of (A) Hsp104 when fused to different fluorescent proteins. (B) Hsp26
Hsp26-CFP
shows a cytokinesis defect.
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IV. Discussion
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This thesis explores the subcellular localization of molecular chaperones during exposure of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae to different stresses. One well- studied stress is that of heat shock at 42°C:
after a short time at this temperature, chaperones fused to GFP will localize to many, overlapping,
cytoplasmic foci. These aggregates were once thought to be haphazard accumulations of proteins, but
recent evidence showing that molecular chaperones are required for their appearance and fusion into
larger structures, suggests that they may be a regulated aspect of protein quality control. Termed qbodiesQ-bodies, these aggregates associate with the cortical ER membrane, localize with Hsp42 and
Hsp104, and require Hsp82, Ssa1, and Hsp104 to coalesce into larger inclusions. Using the cells
linesstrains gHsp104-EGFP, gHsp26-GFP, gHsp42-GFP, and gSsa1-GFP, I have confirmed the formation of
these chaperones into q-bodiesQ-bodies. As mentioned earlier, Dr. Hugo Tapia, Ph.D.a previous member
of the laboratory led us to the finding that Hsp104-EGFP assembled into similar complexes when
exposed to the stress of glucose deprivation. While not known to cause wide-scale unfolding of proteins,
I have observed this stress to causecausing Hsp104, Hsp26, and Hsp42, but not Ssa1, to assemble into
complexes in the cytoplasm. As the heat-induced bodies are hypothesized to be involved in protein
refolding or degradation, the starvation-induced bodies may also play a crucial role in protein quality
control. The overall goal of my project was to characterize the starvation induced-bodies in terms of
composition and dynamics. FMy future directions of this project are to prove that Hsp104, Hsp26, and
Hsp42 are involved in assembly, disassembly, and/or recruitment of other constituents, and that focus
formation is a cytoprotective response to maintain protein homeostasis.
The three chaperones that displayed starvation-induced foci, Hsp104, Hsp26, and Hsp42, had
distinct behaviorphenotypes during both exponential phase and resuspension in glucose-free media.
gHsp104-EGFP went from mostly diffuse to 1-2 puncta in most cells, Hsp26 went from unexpressed to
puncta in a fraction of cells, while Hsp42 coalesced into puncta during both treatments. These data
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suggest that Hsp42 may be poised in the cytoplasm waiting for Hsp104 and Hsp26 to be specifically
recruited or induced upon nutrient starvation. For example, in SPGs, Hsp42 wa is needed for the bodies
to form: it was a founding member that had to arrive before others could be recruited [52]. Hsp42containing c-bodiesCBs may be ubiquitous sites of protein quality control that enlist the help of Hsp26
and Hsp104 in times of starvation.
Since Hsp26, Hsp42, and Hsp104 bind to misfolded proteins and aggregates, I wanted to
determine whether glucose deprivation is somehow leading to the unfolding of proteins. By fusing GFP
to the thermally-labile FFL, I observed that this protein doeswas not , in fact, aggregateing in response to
growth in glucose-free media, suggesting that the qualities that make this protein unfold in the presence
of heat are not present due to starvation. This does not preclude the possibility that a different subset of
proteins is unfolding in this situation. For example, energy, in the form of ATP, is required for the folding
of newly synthesized proteins via Hsp70/Hsp40/NEF and Hsp90 as well as for the localization of tailanchored membrane proteins via Get3, an ATPase responsible for shuttling these proteins through the
cytoplasm. To determine whether newly synthesized proteins were coalescing with the chaperones, I
performed the glucose deprivation experiment in the presence of cycloheximide, an inhibitor of the
ribosome. I found that cycloheximide completely inhibited the formation of Hsp104 foci, meaning that
protein synthesis must be actively occurring for the bodies to form. Strangely, the same experiment with
a sodium azide stress instead of glucose deprivation did not yield the same result: Hsp104 was able to
assemble into complexes despite the absence of protein synthesis. This implies that glucose deprivation
and sodium azide are not the same type of stress. During exponential phase, Saccharomyces cerevisiae
will ferment all glucose into ethanol before switching to aerobic respiration on the ethanol. Thus,
glucose deprivation will cause the cell to cease growing almost immediately because it will remove all
glucose without a buildup of ethanol.; Converselyon the other hand, sodium azide, which, as mentioned
above, inhibits cyctochrome oxidase B, only affects aerobic respiration and will allow the cell to continue
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fermenting and growing until all the glucose is used up. Since sodium azide is seen to cause chaperone
puncta as quickly as glucose deprivation, perhaps the stress is not directly energy related. Indeed,
sodium azide is known to increase thermotolerance which would implying induction of the heat shock
response that it is able to turn on the heat shock response. To investigate this anomaly, I could perform
the cycloheximide experiment with simultaneous glucose deprivation and sodium azide treatment: if the
sodium azide is its own separate stress, then puncta should form despite the lack of protein synthesis.
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and other eukaryotic cells form distinct and regulated cytoplasmic
multi-protein complexes in response to various physiological stresses. Examples of these structures
include p-bodiesP-bodies, stress granules, actin bodies, PSGs, and SPGs. By using a fluorescent protein
fused to the C-terminus of a marker protein from each of the mentioned complexes, I tested for
colocalization with gHsp104-EGFP or gHsp104-yEmRFP after fifteen minutes incubation in glucose-free
media. Both p-bodiesP-bodies and stress granules have been shown to appear after acute glucose
deprivation [49]. Edc3, a decapping activator that localizes to p-bodiesP-bodies, fused to mCherry
formed discrete puncta after fifteen minutes but the majority of foci did not overlap with gHsp104-EGFP
foci, suggesting that Hsp104 does not localize to these sites of concentrated mRNA degradation
machinery. Interestingly, I (and others from our laboratory (Dr. Kevin Morano, Ph.D., personal
communication)) could not get stress granules, as visualized by the poly(A) binding protein, Pab1, fused
to CFP, to appear during an acute glucose deprivation; thus, the Hsp104 granules do not coalesce with
the complexes of translation initiation proteins during 15 min starvation.
I tested additional complexes, known for their appearance during stationary phase, for
formation after acute glucose deprivation. Quiescence, or stationary phase, is a set of cellular conditions
activated in response to extended growth in nutrient-free media. It is possible, as shown above below,
that some of these bodies would begin to form shortly after glucose is removed from the media in
preparation for a transition into stationary phase. When cells are in a quiescent state, cell growth and
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division as well as transcription and translation are halted, chromosomes are condensed, mRNA
degradation is repressed, the cell wall is strengthened, and the cell becomes more resistant to stresses.
If the cell is not growing, actin is not needed and is, thus, stored with actin binding proteins in actin
bodies. Cap1, responsible for capping the ends of actin filaments, frequently formed puncta when fused
to GFP at a great frequency, but they were completely distinct from the localization of gHsp104-EGFP.
Proteasome storage granules, on the other hand, represented by Scl1, a subunit of the proteasome,
fused to GFP overlapped partially with Hsp104-yEmRFP. Scl1 appeared to be diffuse throughout the
nucleus as well as in juxtanuclear puncta that colocalized with Hsp104 puncta. Throughout most of the
cell cycle, the majority of 26Ss proteasomes are localized to the nucleus. They are responsible for
degrading many cell cycle regulators and, thus, are essential for cell cycle progression. During entry into
stationary phase, proteasome subunits relocalize to cytoplasmic foci for storage. Perhaps Hsp104 is
aiding in the assembly of these complexes. Important future experiments would be to observe
formation of proteasome storage granules in cells where Hsp104 has been genetically ablated,
examining whether the bodies formed at all and the speed in which they did, and whether the cells had
a slower transition from exponential to stationary or from stationary back to exponential.
In addition to the PSGs, Hsp104 also colocalized with Hos2, a nuclear histone deacetylase that is
shuttled into cytoplasmic bodies termed stationary phase granules during the transition from
exponential phase to quiescence. Cells lacking Hos2 are more likely than wild-type cells to die during
stationary phase and the cells that do survive take significantly longer to recover to exponential growth,
suggesting that Hos2 is a major player in stationary phase survival and that the SPGs serve an important
function [42]. The fact that Hos2 is upregulated during stationary phase lends further credibility to this
hypothesis [48, 52]. Additional proteins found in the bodies include Hst2 (a cytoplasmic protein
deacetylase), Set3 (a histone deacetylase involved in meiotic gene repression), Yca1 (a cysteine protease
involved in cell cycle dynamics), Hsp26, Hsp42, and some stress granule components. Hsp42 is essential
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for formation of the complexes. Perhaps Hsp104 is also responsible for the assembly of these bodies
either separately or in conjunction with the PSGs. Experiments with Hsp104-yEmRFP, Scl1-GFP, and
Hos2-CFP, for example, would reveal whether the three are going to one complex or whether they are
distinct bodies. Similarly, experiments where Hsp104 was deleted from the genome would exemplifytell
the importance of the chaperone in assembling the bodies. Interestingly, Hst2 was not found in the
complexes after acute glucose deprivation: it only appeared after cells reached stationary phase of
growth. This suggests that Hsp104 and Hos2 might be early members of the bodies, while Hst2 joins
them further along in time. To analyze kinetics of foci formation, I can perform future experiments can
be performed in a microfluidic chamber made by CellASIC that can be viewed on a fluorescence
microscope. Cells are trapped in a single focal plane by an elastic membrane and the experimenter can
dictate the type and duration of media that flows through the chamber. TI can supply the system can be
supplied with glucose-free media and observe for each cell the timing and formation of Hos2-GFP,
Hsp104-yEmRFP, and Hst2-CFP granules.
The fact that SPGs colocalize with Hsp104 and also were shown to contain Hsp26 and Hsp42
provide indirect evidence that Hsp104, Hsp26, and Hsp42 are coalescing into the same bodies. For more
concrete proof, I attempted to fuse different fluorescent proteins to the C-terminus of Hsp104 for
colocalization studies with Hsp26-GFP and Hsp42-GFP. I discovered that these fluorescent proteins
partially affect the localization of Hsp104 in starvation induced foci. I began by fusing yEmRFP to the Cterminus of endogenous Hsp104. I found no increase between the number of foci present during
exponential phase and the number present during glucose deprivation. The protein yEmRFP is derived
from the coral Discosoma, while GFP is derived from the jellyfish Aequoreia victoria; however, they are
nearly identical in molecular weight and have similar beta barrel structures. The main difference is that
yEmRFP was mutated to a monomer from an obligate tetramer, while GFP remains a weak dimer.
Perhaps some of these mutations affect Hsp104’s ability to oligomerize. By fusing the protein to the CFormatted: Centered
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terminus of Edc3, the p-bodyP-body marker used above, and observing the formation of p-bodiesPbodies, we could determine whether this problem was specific to Hsp104 or similar for other starvation
induced bodies.
Strangely, when Hsp104 was fused to CFP, a third phenotype occurred: Hsp104 localized to what
appeared to be a ring around the bud neck and long bands across the cell. Additionally there was a
cytokinesis defect where cells would grow into elongated forms. CFP is a mutant form of GFP with a
single amino acid substitution (Try66 to Trp66) and is thus extremely similar to GFP.
The ring-like structure looks similar to the septin ring and the bands resemble Gln1 filaments
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that form in response to starvation [66]. This phenotype may actually provide important information on
Hsp104’s activities in the cell: perhaps it does not normally aggregate at the septin ring and Gln1
filaments, but when attached to CFP its kinetics are slowed down and we can observe it stalled at these
places. Hsp26 and Hsp42 when fused to CFP provided the same phenotype suggesting that all three
chaperones are involved in the assembly or disassembly of these rings and filaments. These data open
up a whole new pathway of investigation of the chaperones’ subcellular localization. The first steps on
this path would be to perform colocalization experiments with fluorescently labelled septin and Gln1,
respectively. Due to these discrepancies in fluorescent protein localization, the next step forward in this
project would be to confirm the localization via indirect immunofluorescence using an antibody against
each wild-type chaperone to eliminate the potential of the fluorescent moiety influencing the behavior
of the chaperone.

In the following paragraphs I will outline future lines of experimentation for this project. These
include finding additional proteins (if any) that localize to the CBs, determining which components are
required for assembly and disassembly, examining whether the disaggregase activity of Hsp104 is
essential for normal CBCB dynamics, and analyzing the contribution of CBs to fitness and survival of
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stress.
To determine all of the additional proteins that coalesce with Hsp26, Hsp42, and Hsp104 in
response to removal of glucose from the media, I could attempt to immunoprecipitate aggregates of
each of the chaperones from glucose deprived cells could be immunoprecipitated and identify the
proteins that co-precipitate could be identified via mass spectrometry. I anticipate that a small number
of proteins (around 10, based on the number of proteins believed to be in the other stress-induced
cytoplasmic assemblies described in the literature) will co-precipitate with the chaperones. TI can
confirm the presence of these proteins in c-bodiesCBs can be confirmed by translationally fusing
yEmRFP to the C-termini of each of the candidate proteins and observing their localization in
comparison to Hsp26-GFP, Hsp42-GFP, and Hsp104-EGFP during glucose deprivation.
Certain constituents of chaperone bodies may be required for their assembly and/or
disassembly. Since Hsp104 is the main disaggregase in the yeast cell, it may be required specifically for
disassembly of the complexes. In P-bodies, for example, the mRNA decapping factor Pat1 is required as
a scaffold upon which the other constituents assemble [60]. Phosphorylation of Pat1 by protein kinase A
(PKA) results in disassembly of the structures [60]. Each chaperone’s necessity could be determined by
genetic ablation and observation of whether the bodies still form and with the same kinetics and
frequency via a second fluorescently fused constituent. For example, in order to determine the necessity
of Hsp104 for assembly, the number of Hsp26-YFP (expressed from a plasmid: see Table 2) foci can be
compared between a wild type strain and a strain in which Hsp104 has been genetically ablated—
hsp104Δ. If Hsp104 is important for assembly of Hsp26 then there should be fewer Hsp26 foci in the
deletion mutant. This experiment can be repeated with an Hsp42-YFP plasmid to determine the
necessity of Hsp104 in Hsp42 assembly. Future experiments in the laboratory involving hsp26Δ, hsp42Δ,
and p416-Hsp104-YFP will need to be undertaken to delineate the necessity of Hsp26 and Hsp42 in
assembly of CBs. Additionally the dissolution of CBs in the deletion mutants will uncover whether any of
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the chaperones are involved in disassembly of the aggregates.
Certain constituents of chaperone bodies may be required for their assembly and/or
disassembly. Since Hsp104 is the main disaggregase in the yeast cell, it may be required specifically for
disassembly of the complexes. In p-bodies, for example, the mRNA decapping factor Pat1 is required as
a scaffold upon which the other constituents assemble [60]. Phosphorylation of Pat1 by protein kinase A
(PKA) results in disassembly of the structures [60]. For each chaperone, I could determine its necessity
by genetic ablation and observation of whether the bodies still form and with the same kinetics and
frequency via a second fluorescently fused constituent. I have preliminary evidence that none of the
three chaperones are required for the others to form bodies.

Comment [KC4]: More detail here or
promote to results section?

In order to determine whether the disaggregase activity of Hsp104 is essential for regular CBCB
dynamics, I can use several disaggregase-deficient mutant versions of Hsp104 can be used. Hsp104Y662A
contains a mutation in the tyrosine residue of the axial channel loop of nucleotide binding domain 2
(NBD2) that is required for substrate threading and can neither resolubilize aggregated proteins nor
provide thermotolerance to the cell [61]. Hsp104E645K contains a mutation in the axial channel of NBD2,
which results in impaired movement of the tyrosine loop and the same phenotype as the nonconservative mutation in the loop itself [61]. Hsp104E285Q/E687Q contains one mutation in each of the
ATPase domains resulting in a protein that irreversibly binds substrates and, thus, can neither
resolubilize them nor provide thermotolerance [62]. I anticipate that the disaggregase activity of Hsp104
is required for efficient disassembly of the CBs. If this prediction is true, then cells containing the mutant
Hsp104s will have more Hsp42-GFP and Hsp26-GFP foci remaining per minute after recovery in SC media
or will retain a total overall number of Hsp26-GFP and Hsp42-GFP foci at the end of a fifteen minute
recovery period.
Additionally, I can use a a high-throughput spotted microarray technique developed by
Narayanaswamy et al. can be used to uncover any proteins that may have an effect on assembly and
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disassembly [63]. The technique involves transforming a deletion library with a plasmid containing
Hsp104-EGFP, exposing the cells to either rich media or media lacking glucose, and “printing” the cells
from a 96-well plate onto a polylysine-coated, glass microscope slide using a robotic apparatus. If a
protein is a positive regulator of CBs (either by promoting assembly or inhibiting disassembly), then I
expect that when it is absent, cells will have fewer Hsp104-EGFP and Hsp42-GFP foci during glucose
deprivation. On the other hand, if a protein is a negative regulator of CBs (either by inhibiting assembly
or promoting disassembly), then I expect that when it is absent, cells will have more Hsp104-GFP and
Hsp42-GFP foci when cells are growing in glucose-replete media.
DI would also like to determininge the contributions of CBs to fitness, growth, and long-term
survival of the cell is also important. The formation of p-bodiesP-bodies, for example, has been strongly
correlated to increased survival during stationary phase. Pat1, an mRNA decapping factor, inhibits PbodyP-body formation when phosphorylated on two particular serine residues [60]. When these serine
residues are substituted with aspartic acid residues the resulting protein (Pat1-EE) behaves as if it is
constitutively phosphorylated and produces few p-bodiesP-bodies in response to entry into stationary
phase [64]. Cells containing Pat1-EE exhibit reduced survival after ten days of growth [64]. The authors
concluded that the reduction in P-bodyP-body formation rather than a secondary effect of mutating
Pat1 was responsible for the loss of viability due to two facts: protein levels of Pat1-EE were similar to
those of wild-type Pat1 and the overexpression of Pat1-EE resulted in the same phenotype (growth
arrest due to increased translational repression) as the overexpression of wild-type Pat1 [64]. Since CBs
form under a similar stress to p-bodiesP-bodies and have a similar morphology, I hypothesize that CBs
also have cytoprotective effects during glucose deprivation.
For my first line of experimentationFirst, a rebudding assay could be performedI would perform
a rebudding assay where I compare tthe time elapsed between addition of glucose to cells undergoing
glucose deprivation to the resumption of cell division is compared in CB-positive and CB-negative cells in
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order to determine whether CBs are essential for efficient return to regular cellular activities My
hypothesis predicts that the length of time elapsed between the replenishment of glucose to the media
and the resumption of budding will be longer in CB-negative cells, signifying that CBs are important for
the quick and efficient resumption of regular cellular activities perhaps by sequestering constituents
from degradation to prevent the need for resynthesis upon removal of the stress or by concentrating
constituents for streamlined functions (specified by whichever proteins are contained within CBs). On
the other hand, it is possible that the length of time before rebudding will be shorter in CB-negative
cells, signifying that CBs may be sequestering proteins involved in growth and cell division presumably
hindering the cells from dividing when conditions are not favorable.
UI can use uptake of propidium iodide, a fluorescent molecule to which live cells are
impenetrable, can be used as an assay to distinguish between live and dead cells in order to determine
whether CBs promote survival during glucose deprivation. My prediction that CBs are important for
survival in nutrient sparse media will be supported if significantly more CB-negative cells die.
One hypothesis for the function of the CBs is that they serve to protect their constituent
proteins from degradation during times of stress. To test this hypothesis, I can perform a degradation
assay involving Western blots can be performed. By comparing the amount of protein (as measured by
the intensity of the band) between wild-type cells and those deficient for CBs, I can determine which
proteins that are protected from degradation by the presence of the complexes can be detected. If CBs
serve to protect a particular constituent during glucose deprivation, then I would expect the CB-positive
experimental group to have an equally intense protein band (measured as fluorescence intensity from
the secondary antibody) for each of the time points and the CB-negative experimental group to have
progressively weaker bands for each time point from T0 onward. I would expect there to be no
differences between the CB-positive and CB-negative control groups that were not deprived of glucose.
In conclusion, I have shown that Hsp104 coalesces into cytoplasmic complexes in response to
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nutrient stresses while Hsp26 and Hsp42 exhibit the same behavior for both nutrient and osmotic
stresses. I have shown that nutrient stress does not cause large-scale unfolding of proteins as heat stress
does for thermolabile proteins. Hsp104 bodies formed due to glucose deprivation require newly
synthesized proteins while similar bodies formed due to exposure to sodium azide do not. Hsp104
colocalizes with members of both proteasome storage granules and stationary phase granules. I have
outlined some future lines of experimentation that will hopefully uncover the fitness benefits of these
chaperone bodies and possiblye shed light on other known stress-induced complexes.

Nice writing in the discussion – change to not first person and it’s all set.
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